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сарфи, ёнилғи-мойлаш материаллари сарфи 20-42% га камаяди ҳамда тупроқнинг табиий 
унумдорлиги ошади. 
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Мақолада шимол томонда ўрнатилган қуёш рефлекторлари тизими билан бинони қуёш 
ва қўшимча иситиш режимлари келтирилган. 

Калит сўзлар: бино; шимолий йўналиш; рефлектор, иситиш режими, инсоляция. 
 

The article presents the modes of solar and additional heating of a building with a system of 
solar reflectors installed on the north side.  

Keywords: building; northern orientation; reflectors, heating mode, insolation. 
 

Currently, there is a wide variety of solar heating systems (SHS). The choice of a constructive 
solution for the SHS is determined by many factors: radiation and meteorological resources of the 
region, thermal and hydrodynamic and economic indicators. Both water and air SHS have positive 
and negative sides. The determining factor in the use of air SHS, for all their disadvantages, is their 

simplicity and low cost. Standard heat loss st
slQ  indoors are determined based on average long-term 

data: 

огр
st
ex

st
inbr

st
sl FttКQ )( -=  ;                                   (1)  

where st
int  and st

ext  - standard temperature of indoor and outdoor air, 0С. 

As st
int  a comfortable temperature is accepted st

int = 20 оС, st
ext - average perennial outdoor air. 

Actual heat loss ac
hlQ  indoors are determined by the formula [1]  

st
slhl

ac
hl QQ j= ;                                                      (2)  

where hlj – coefficient of actual heat loss:  
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hlj =( st
int - ac

ext ) / ( st
int - st

ext ) ;                                    (3)  

where ac
ext - actual outdoor temperature, оС.  

The heating season starts on condition 

  Qр ≤ ac
hlQ  .                                                        (4)  

The proportion of solar radiation relative to heat loss is determined by the replacement 
coefficient: 

f = Qр / 
ac
hlQ .                                                   (5)  

Coverage of heat losses in the room is provided by the intake of solar radiation and an additional 

heat source. Additional heating heQ  is determined by the condition of covering the actual heat loss 

and the receipt of solar radiation: 
ac
hlphe QQQ =+                                               (6) 

From here 

)( p
ac
hlsthe QQKQ -= ;                                    (7) 

where stK  = 1…1,5 – safety factor.  

With solar heating, heating mode is carried out intermittently. During the period of heat 

shortage (at Ctin
020< ), heating is provided due to the accumulated heat ahQ  and an additional heat 

source heQ . 

Heating period τо consists of the battery life det  (detente) and the operating time of the 

additional heat source [2] adt :  

τhe = det + adt  .                                          (8)  

The daily dat  heating operation mode is 

hdapahe 24==+ ttt ;                                    (9)  

where pat   – pause when there is no heating, at Ctin
020> .  

Heating duration is expressed as a fraction of the daily period  

dahedh ttg /=                                             (10)  

The average daily heating capacity is determined from the equation  

hehp
av
he QQ t= .                                          (11)  

From here 

 hedh
av
he QQ g=                                            (12) 

To ensure a normal temperature in the room, the condition is necessary 
ac
hl

av
hepa QQQ =-                                                  (13) 

Condition (13) can be used to determine the heating duration  
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Accumulation time att , excess heat from solar radiation, coincides with the period of no heating 

pаt .  

In fig. 1 shows the average monthly daily room heating mode. 
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Drawing. 1. Average monthly room heating mode: 1 and 2 - periods of the beginning and end of 

heating het ; 3 and 4 - the period of the beginning and end of heat accumulation att  
 

Heating het  is provided up to line 1 and above line 2 (heat deficit coverage). There is no heating 

pаt  during the time between lines 1 and 2. This period is the of heat accumulation att  - the period 

between lines 3 and 4. The accumulation mode above line 4 is impractical, since after line 4, the 
accumulated heat is cooled prematurely.  

1 mode. During the period of insolation, a large excess of solar radiation occurs and the air 

temperature in the room significantly exceeds the standard value Ctin
0st

in 20t>> = . Decrease of 

indoor air temperature to st
int ≈20 оС provided with active aeration and ventilation of the room, as well 

as active accumulation of excess solar heat aht . At night, a short period of heat occurs and the room 

temperature drops below the standard value int < st
int . Lack of heat at night hnt  replenished only by 

heat Qa, accumulated in the daytime. This regime is observed in October and April. 
2 mode. During the period of insolation, there is an excess of solar radiation, the air temperature 

in the room exceeds the standard value int > st
int . During this period, it is necessary to actively 

accumulate excess solar heat τаh and ensure that the room temperature drops to st
int . At night, the 

resulting heat deficit reduces the room temperature below the standard value int < st
int . Due to the heat 

accumulated during the daytime Qah and additional heat source Qhe its deficit at night is compensated 
τo. This regime prevails in November, February and March.  

3 mode. During the period of insolation, there is no excess heat of solar radiation, the air 

temperature does not exceed the standard value int < st
int . During the day, it is necessary to replenish 

the heat deficit τo due to additional heat source Qhe. This regime is observed in December and January.  
Рerimental studies show that after the maximum value of the air temperature at the outlet of the 

SC oct (after 13 h), as a result of the temperature drop oct , heat is transferred from the upper layers of 

the packing to the lower layers. Further, a general decrease in the heat accumulator temperature 
occurs, which leads to a premature cooling of the accumulated heat. On the basis of experimental 
data, it was found that the temperature of the air coming from solar collector in heat accumulator, 

falls below the maximum value oct  (at 13 o'clock) by 87 ... 90% (at 14 ... 16 hours), further heat 

accumulation is ineffective as the mass-average temperature of the heat accumulator begins to drop. 
Fuel consumption for additional heating is determined by the formula 

k
n
hsthad QKQB h/Ч=  ;                                 (15) 

where stK  – fuel reserve factor equal to 1,1…1,2; n
hQ - lower heat of combustion of fuel (natural 

gas) [3], 3/ mkJ ; kh – efficiency of the heating installation, for gas fuel 0.8. Fuel savings due to solar 

heating are determined by the following condition: 
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adhls BBB -=  ;                                           (16) 

where hlB  – fuel consumption for heat losses, 3m  

Fuel (gas) savings for the heating season is 58%. Electricity consumption for the operation of 
the fan for pumping air in the heating system is determined by the periods of accumulation τа and 
heating τо, in accordance with formulas (8) and (9). With air flow in the system 

smsmsmG /612/612/17,0 333 === ; system pressure loss ΣΔР=110 Pа the installed power 

of the fan motor is kWtNins 118= . We accept axial fan VO 4M 300-220/50: performance 

hmG /1650...300 3= , total pressure ΔР=110 Pа, rotation frequency min/1340revn = , engine 
power kWtN 12,0= , with speed regulator. Electricity consumption for ventilation during the heating 

season is yhkWtWv /490 Ч= . Energy consumption for ventilation accounts for 9.3% of solar and 

auxiliary heating energy.  
Summary. Saving fuel (gas) for the heating season is 58%. Electricity consumption for 

ventilation is Wв=490 kW/year, energy for ventilation is 9.3% of solar and additional thermal energy. 
Хулоса. Иситиш мавсуми учун ёқилғи (газ) тежаш 58% ни ташкил қилади. Вентиляция 

учун электр энергияси сарфи Wв=490 кВт/йил, шамоллатиш учун энергия харажатлари қуёш 
ва қўшимча иситиш энергиясининг 9,3% ни ташкил қилади. 
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